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-a reminder more than one person with and using this name 
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-correlate deceased through unjust homicide [as in correlate here meaning combined index the unjust 

homicide deaths] 

-identifies as gay [this D.J.] 

-lives in the United States 

but only speaks Russian  

-has multiple obsessive [sp?] crushes or rather many obsessive [sp?] crushes 

-frequently aggressively pursues his crushes 

Accompanying music citation: Dave Matthews band, Crush  

 

 

t.f. murder notes on 9.29.18 

-partner has a *thing for disabled people [criminological linguistic analysis: slanted line] 

-t.f. is disabled in some way  

-partner usually refuses to be photographed with t.f.; but takes many pictures/photographs of t.f.  

-t.f. is taken on many outings; and it is presumed that t.f. became disabled after meeting partner; t.f. 

spends a lot of time with partner + partner’s brother  

-t.f. and partner have a sexually active relationship. 

-t.f. doesn’t like partner’s brother but feels forced to be around him [forced to do so by partner] 

-t.f. is cheating on partner 

Accompanying music citation: The Hollies, He Ain't Heavy He's My Brother 

 

 

t.f homicide notes more for esp. comparative review  

-is lgbtiq identified prior to death has demeanor depicting this identification 

side note: don’t forget comparative notes  

-is female 

-died in a large hate crime involving shouting and yelling from the crowd: such as the rumored cited: 

Rodney king [check news] incident-riot[s] 

-was definitely disabled in some way [high trigger match of comparative set] 
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and treated as/like a child in regard of violations toward [examples include: don’t speak up, don’t speak 

out, etc. [;] yet it’s unclear about what t.f. feels prior to death/homicide unjust wrong-ed /perpetrated 

toward about] 

Counseling from an actualized militia consented to perspective as review would be to communicate with 

t.f. about this prior to time cue of death/unjust homicide [theme: access to past] 

-as in c.c. case, t.f. perpetrators involve a guise of friendliness but then run and-or walk into t.f. in a 

system (to t.f.’s body + mind) perpetration hoping … it seems; to reduce t.f.’s reaction at a final 

attempted perpetration resulting in unjust homicide/death 

Existentialism target practice: hoping uh must be hoping so best qualified in this short time as hoping  

Combat tag: use a guise of friendliness (within polar) who is using a guise of friendliness 

-the location of the group unjust homicide toward t.f. seems as in cited: star wars; quite far away but 

local country as in something like New Hampshire  

-there is an onslaught exceedingly of people with seemingly children nearby t.f. especially on outings of 

t.f.’s assisted in some through disability and in: near the time of t.f.’s homicide unjust, especially [the 

onslaught of children] 

Example, applications hypothetical might be: when so-and-so is in unjust danger remove the 

“children” and children but don’t place the “children” with the children when you remove them  

-this homicide unjust seems to be dated in a pre-disability movement era but within a disability region 

period [as in some knowledge of disabilities exists in/to general public].  


